
WE AIM
HIGHER



Every boy has a dream growing up. Some get to ful�ll it later in life. I had 
a dream, too, and a passion for �ying. I wanted to be able to share this 
amazing experience with you.

Undoubtedly, �ying is the safest, the fastest, the most comfortable way 
to travel, whether on business or on holidays with your loved ones. The 
biggest saving is time. After you’ve had it all, there is one more thing left: 
the most expensive toy. The ultimate business tool. A private jet. 

Since our �rst aircraft sale, we have come a long way, from selling a few 
jets a year to becoming one of the key players on the market, and gaining 
recognition both in our domestic region and abroad. Our clients’ success 
and loyalty has helped us become the company we are today.

At ArcosJet “We Aim Higher” to satisfy your needs and share our passion 
for aviation with you. We keep evolving because we want to be the best 
in what we do.

We welcome you to join our world of high living and aviation.

Mikhail Alenkin
Managing Partner, ArcosJet
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About ArcosJet
With experience in aircraft sales and acquisitions, �eet management, FBO 
and heliport construction, interior design, and helicopter operations, the 
ArcosJet team brings con�dence, know-how, innovation, and e�ciency 
to business aviation. 

We established the company in 2014, having previously succeeded in 
various projects and sharing between us many decades of industry experi-
ence and passion for aviation. With headquarters in Dubai and having 
o�ces in Moscow, Vienna and London, we have a truly global outreach – 
much like the winged machines that we buy, sell, operate, and �y.
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What we do
Although our core activity is aircraft sales and acquisitions, we strive to 
explore new areas of the market and are always ready to o�er our customers 
the services they require, be it aircraft management, maintenance supervi-
sion, crew training, legal support, or a multitude of other things one 
would never think about until they got an aircraft to look after. Even in 
the process of an aircraft acquisition or sale, there are so many consider-
ations: �nancing, leasing, insurance, pre-purchase inspections, technical 
acceptance, taxes, deregistration and exportation and so on. 

We’ve spent many years studying and perfecting our processes so all our cus-
tomers need to do is outline the task and go about their business while 
we produce the results.





7$ 2 bln

1615

Delivery of 35 new aircraft, 
including a fleet of 15 large 
helicopters, to customers in 
Russia and CIS

Establishing a European aircraft 
operator certified under EASA, 
as well as a CAMO organisation 
to support its activities

Involvement in concept interior 
designs for the business versions 
of the Sukhoi Superjet, as well as 
a number of completed Airbus 
ACJ and Boeing BBJ aircraft

Our achievements

Pre-owned aircraft sales 
worth over $2 billion

Clients from Russia, 
CIS, Europe, USA, Middle East

Creating a fleet management 
company for a customer with 

7 business aircraft

Offces in Dubai, Moscow, 
Vienna and London
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Your benefits
With ArcosJet you benefit from the following unique 
advantages:

• A team of professionals with a strong experience in aircraft sales 
transactions 

• Profound knowledge of business aircraft and their advantages for 
speci�c objectives

• Impressive connections across the industry, worldwide impeccable 
reputation

• Impressive expertise and business network in emerging markets, such 
as BRICS, MINT, unique metrics and analytics

• In-house technical team to assist in any inspections and technical 
maintenance

• In-house legal team to guarantee protection in aviation deals for clients

• Strong ties with �nancial institutions, insurance and leasing companies
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Autorized sales and service center 
of Pilatus Aircraft in Russia
The Most Wanted Single
Exceeding Expectations Everywhere

Nesterov Aviation, a member of ArcosJet group of companies, represents 
the Pilatus PC-12 NG on the Russian market. The Pilatus PC-12 NG has 
gained a reputation for outstanding versatility, performance, reliability 
and operational �exibility. As such, it is one of the most popular 
turbine-powered business aircraft on the market today. Over 1400 aircraft 
have been sold.
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The App
Ivan Veretennikov, Business Development Director at ArcosJet, had 
previously developed a unique JetBook App for professionals and business 
aviation a�cionados. We have adapted this app to serve as a sales and 
presentation tool for ArcosJet. The app contains one of the most detailed 
and comprehensive collections of business jet model information on the 
market, including full size schematics, images, 360° tours, etc. The number 
of features the App contains is unprecedented.    

According to customer testimonials, the app has proven to be an 
easy-to-use source of accurate data, a great presentation tool to show 
di�erent aircraft to customers, and an elegant mobile alternative to paper 
brochures and online tools.
 
The App allows ArcosJet to stand out from the other brokers and to 
present your aircraft in a unique, immersive way. This greatly increases 
the chances of a faster and more successful deal. We are constantly working 
on new features, such as virtual reality, cabin con�gurators, and others 
that empower our customers and give them greater insight in the world 
of business aviation.
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ArcosJet Executives

Yuri Dzun
SALES AND MARKETING 
EUROPE

Mikhail Alenkin
OWNER/CEO

Vitaly Rybin
CHIEF FINANCIAL 
OFFICER

Oleg Abdulov
HELICOPTER SALES

Sergei Lukin
AIRCRAFT SALES

Mehrzad Sepasi
DIRECTOR OF SALES & 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Ivan Veretennikov
SALES AND MARKETING
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Contact us
Tel.: +971 4 575 0091
www.arcosjet.com
info@arcosjet.com

Welcome on board
Yours truly,
ArcosJet


